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Learning Objectives





Explore how the AEC industry has transformed in its use of BIM
Learn how to capitalize on contract language to manage risk around sharing the BIM(s)
Learn how to develop work plans and strategies for use of BIM with your Design Team that
promote consensus
Learn how to navigate challenges in your BIM workflow

Description
“Learning to fly by watching the birds was like learning magic by watching a magician.” - Orville Wright.
In transitioning to Building Information Modeling (BIM), the industry has learned by doing, from the
successes to the missed opportunities. This class will examine best practices and project insights from
CannonDesign’s Healthcare Group as the firm shifted from AutoCAD software to Revit software. Using
large hospital projects as case studies, the class will explore strategies for keeping projects on track
through complex multiphase, multiyear design and construction.
In order to keep projects on track, the use of BIM has become a critical workflow. This transformation
sparked conversation around the liability of sharing models. What can architects, owners, and
contractors do differently from the start? By examining early decision-making, the BIM(s) can begin to
address successful outcomes years before the start of construction. However, strategies may not turn
out as planned and teams should evolve and adapt modeling decisions.

Your AU Experts
Melissa Gorman is a leader in CannonDesign’s digital practice, as well as a licensed architect with more
than 17 years in the educational, institutional and healthcare sectors in planning, design and
construction. She has a focus on utilizing BIM standards and protocols as a way to further collaboration
and improve performance outcomes for her clients. Melissa is the currently the BIM manager and
technical architect for a large hospital project, one of the case studies presented herein.
Scott Laoboonmi has 15 years of architecture and planning experience working with large, complex
healthcare and institutional facilities, and has led the coordination and BIM management of multi-phase
and multi-building designs. He has worked on projects as a programmer, master planner, medical
planner, construction administrator, and project manager. His management skills and understanding of
design and documentation processes have resulted in successful work flow and team integration across
multiple locations internationally and across the country.
Courtney Howard is an ambitious licensed architect at CannonDesign's San Francisco office. As a leader
in CannonDesign’s Digital Practice Group, she advances firm-wide planning and strategy relative to BIM
applications and technology, focusing teams to best manage client expectations and outcomes. Her
passion for a holistic approach identifies obstacles and opportunities to empower CannonDesign’s
people, better serve their clients, and improve the performance of the firm.
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Explore how the AEC industry has transformed in its use of BIM
AEC Industry use of BIM
Review a timeline of industry planning guides
Planning Guides
BIM Project Execution Planning Guide http://bim.psu.edu/
“A well-documented BIM Project Execution guide will help ensure all parties are clearly aware of
opportunities and responsibilities associated with the incorporation of BIM into a project work
flow. This guide provides a structured procedure for creating and implementing a BIM Project
Execution Plan. The goal for developing this structured procedure is to ensure planning and
elaborate communication among the project participants during the early phases of a project.”
Statement from Penn State website

2013 AIA Digital Practice Documents http://www.aia.org/contractdocs/AIAS076721
1.

E203-2013, Building Information Modeling and Digital Data Exhibit
“AIA Document E203™–2013 is not a stand-alone document, but must be attached as an
exhibit to an existing agreement... Its purpose is to establish the parties’ expectations for the
use of digital data and building information modeling (BIM) on the project and provide a
process for developing the detailed protocols and procedures that will govern the
development, use, transmission and exchange of digital data and BIM on the project…”
Statement from the AIA website

2.

G201-2013, Project Digital Data Protocol Form
“AIA Document G201™–2013 is a form that is coordinated for use with AIA Document
E203™–2013, Building Information Modeling and Digital Data Protocol Exhibit. Its purpose is
to document the agreed upon protocols and procedures that will govern the transmission,
use and exchange of digital data on a project, such as electronic project communications,
submittals, contract documents and payment documents…” Statement from the AIA website

3.

G202-2013, Project Building Information Modeling Protocol Form
“AIA Document G202™–2013 is a form that is coordinated for use with AIA Document
E203™–2013, Building Information Modeling and Digital Data Protocol Exhibit. Its purpose is
to document the agreed upon protocols and procedures that will govern the development,
transmission, use and exchange of building information models on a project. It establishes
the requirements for model content at five levels of development, and the authorized uses of
the model content at each level of development. Through a table completed for each project,
AIA Document G202–2013 assigns authorship of each model element by project milestone.
G202 defines the extent to which model users may rely on model content, clarifies model
ownership, and sets forth building information modeling standards and file formats.”
Statement from the AIA website

ConsensusDOCS 301 BIM Addendum https://www.consensusdocs.org/catalog/collaborative
“The first standard contract document that globally addresses legal and administration issues
associated with using BIM, it is intended to be used as an identical contract addendum for all
project participants inputting information into a BIM Model. It also includes a BIM Execution Plan,
which allows the parties to determine the level of reliance for the BIM model.” Statement from
ConsensusDocs website
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BIMForum LOD Specification https://bimforum.org/lod/
“The Level of Development (LOD) Specification is a reference that enables practitioners in the AEC
Industry to specify and articulate with a high level of clarity the content and reliability of Building
Information Models (BIMs) at various stages in the design and construction process. The LOD
Specification utilizes the basic LOD definitions developed by the AIA for the AIA G202-2013
Building Information Modeling Protocol Form and is organized by CSI Uniformat 2010. It defines
and illustrates characteristics of model elements of different building systems at different Levels
of Development.” Statement from BIMForum.org website

BIM Planning Guide for Facility Owners http://bim.psu.edu/
“…there was a need to develop a guide for facility owners and operators that includes a
procedure to develop a strategy for integrating BIM throughout their organization. This guide,
developed primarily for facility owners, will focus on the decisions required to define their
organization's standard BIM processes and practices; design information integration strategies;
and identify appropriate BIM contracting strategies…” Statement from Penn State website

NIBS, National BIM Guideline for Owners http://www.wbdg.org/news/news.php?a=254633
“The National Institute of Building Sciences (NIBS) is kicking off development of a new guideline to
help building owners and their design teams utilize building information modeling (BIM) during
the building design, construction and operations process and to better support owners'
performance requirements…” Statement from NIBS Website

FIGURE 1: TIMELINE OF INDUSTRY PLANNING DOCUMENTS
CannonDesign’s journey in relation to BIM
Transition from CAD to Revit
In 2005, we deployed a software like most architecture firms at that time. Multiple resource
papers on “How to…” model in Revit where available. As a firm, we jumped straight to a
technology solution and focused on training of the software for production staff. At this stage,
we used Revit as an authoring tool for internal efficiencies and consistency of output.
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Focus on Process and People
Fast forward 10 years, we are now focused on the process of BIM. Understanding that BIM
influences decision making at all levels within the project. From Marketing Leaders who are
aligning client’s expectations to the production staff who are implementing and documenting
those expectations. We have projects that are fully BIM, where models are required by owners
and planning and equipment databases are integrating with Revit.
BIM is complex
BIM is a complex and multi-tiered. Not understanding how process integrated with delivery
leads to team frustration and fear to truly jump off the BIM cliff. With each project,
CannonDesign builds on the next and along the way we learn how to fly.
Guideline = Process: Right?
In our opinion, these planning documents are there as guides, both in graphical and narrative form, to
develop a baseline understanding of where the industry sees BIM. However, our clients’ expectations
nor our teams’ methodology can be guided only by referencing these documents. But where do you
start?

Learn how to capitalize on contract language to manage risk around sharing the BIM(s)
What can we do differently from the start?
The greatest benefit of BIM and the industry guidelines is its adaptability to unique project delivery and
documentation strategies. By starting at the pre-award phase, the team can begin to answer
fundamental issues such as what do we model, when do we model it and what uses can be made of the
model?
Alignment with Client’s Expectations
BIM is a great way for owner’s to visualize the design, it also helps architects and engineers author the
design intent, but what else can we be doing to achieve alignment with client's expectations? We have a
conversation with the owner to determine what uses can be made of the model. This helps us to define
specific project goals, opportunities and/or processes where BIM will be used. Setting BIM expectations
and goals early in the process helps inform the team structure, how and when the project is staffed, and
potential fee considerations.
AIA Digital Practice Documents
Moving away from traditional BIM disclaimers and moving towards a BIM-centric contract which creates
a shared set of expectations at the beginning.
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FIGURE 2: 2013 AIA DIGITAL PRACTICE DOCUMENTS
Communicating Reliability
Leveraging BIM by fully understanding the best practices for model sharing and defining the appropriate
Level of Development (LOD) to effectively collaborate throughout both the design and construction
phases.
From Guidelines to Integrated Tools
• These integrated tools can be used in negotiations to clarify graphically and narratively:
•

What we are modeling

•

When we are modeling it

•

Who is modeling it

•

Modifying the sequence and level of development to correspond to the client’s request or the
unique circumstances of the project.

•

Engaging in this discussion with client at the pre-award stage will enable teams to refine fee
proposals and align with our client’s expectations.

Learn how to develop work plans and strategies for use of BIM with your Design Team
that promote consensus
Client who does not want a model
In the first case study, the client chose not to pay the cost of the model as a deliverable. The model was
used solely by internal team for development of contract documents. Model provided for reference only
with a blanket disclaimer. However, the model was used for the construction of interior partitions,
causing significant errors. What do we know now that helps us eliminate this risk? First, we understand
that the future is that the model will indeed be utilized by downstream users. We understand the need
for consensus with downstream users. And we have better tools to help us get that consensus.
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Client who does want a model
In the second case study, Revit models and a well-organized equipment database were required at the
end of each phase. Because the client’s goals were understood at the onset, the team had to make sure
the model setup and developed documentation that very clearly documented, not only for internal team
members, but for the owner and contractor. Project specific BIM Protocols where created to drive
consistently amongst the multiple offices and models.
Work Planning
Documenting Project Expectations
BIM Execution Plan: an outline of people, process and technologies to best implement the
design within the project delivery model. This plan serves to:







Outline applicable project BIM goals and use cases
Align overall project schedule with BIM deliverables
Define appropriate BIM project participants and model element authors
Define the model’s development in accordance with our integrated modeling guidelines
and BIMForum LOD specification
Document relevant BIM software, model sharing and collaboration procedures
necessary to execute the project’s BIM use cases
Define all other specific model structure information and naming conventions necessary
to project completion

The BIM execution plan served as a living document that was updated and added to on a regular
basis throughout a project.
Education and Communication
BIM Protocols, On-boarding documents, and project diagram were continuously being
developed and shared with all BIM leaders and Project Leaders. These documents focused on
the picks and clicks in Revit.

FIGURE 3: BIM PROTOCOLS
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Coordination
Coordination = Integration. Developing project Revit best practices and how the LOD meets 2D
supplementation. Focusing in on the modeled elements and how Architectural models integrate
with Structural and MEP models. The combination of multiple models that make up the virtual
building.
Design Planning
CannonDesign practices Design Planning to focus in on the task list for a critical deliverable.
When you focus on the tasks, timing and people, you start to understand the sequencing of
what needs to come first or how long one task may take compared to other tasks within the
deliverable. When you wrap in the people, you create accountability and ownership. The team is
charging towards the same goal.

Learn how to navigate challenges in your BIM workflow
Example of BIM Strategies
What happens when you find your strategy doesn’t work? Revit works best when you consider what
your ends needs will be. But sometimes those needs change. How do you strategize and implement
those changes? Once you see the need for course direction, the first rule is to make the change earlier
rather than later. In implementation, consensus and communication are essential. Revit requires each
team member to understand that nothing they do is happening in isolation, however small the effort.

FIGURE 4: PATIENT ROOM CASEWORK
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